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On March 28, 1989 an elevated temperature condition was confirmed to have j
existed within the upper region of the drywell. Safety-related cables
supplying logic train B of the Automatic Depressurization system and two '

hydrogen igniters (one out of 51 igniters in each divisional subsystem) were |
visibly damaged and presumed to make the associated equipment inoperable. Due |
to the remaining qualified life of the cable being indeterminate, this report
is being provided for the potential significance of a common cause failure;
however, in no case was an actual failure identified. i

2

)

This condition is believed to be the result of insufficient insulation i
surrounding the Refuel Bellows creating a radiant heat source above the {
bioshield. The impact appears to have been heat damage to cable and '

mechanical snubbers within the affected zone of the radiant heat source during
the first operating cycle. '

As a result of this event all affected safety-related and non-safety related j
cables are being replaced. All snubbers in the upper drywell are being stroke i

|tested and will be replaced as necessary. In order to prevent recurrence, a
reflective type insulation is being installed on the drywell side of the i

Refuel Bellows to provide shielding of the affected zone. An engineering '!
evaluation to estimate the before and after temperature conditions of the j
Bellows will be completed in order to confirm event rcot cause and the j
acceptability of the design modifications. A supplemental report will be
provided upon cumpletion of the evaluation for the effectiveness of all j
corrective actions. b |
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On March 28, 1989 en elevated temperature condition was confirmed to have
existed within the upper region of the drywell. Safety-related cables ,

supplying logic train B of the Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) and two j

tyydrogen igniters (one out of the 513piters in each divisional subsystem) {
!- were visibly damaged and presumed to make the associated equipment inoperable. !

j
| Due to the remaining qualified life of the cable being indeterminate this 3

report is being provided for the potential significance of a common cause
failure; however, in no case was an actual failt.re identifiel. Preliminary
information surrounding this event was submitted co Region III on April 19,
1989 (reference letter PY-CEI/0IE-0348 L). At the time of discovery, the
plant was in Operational Condition 5, (At All Times), with all fuel removed
from the core. Reactor Vessel [RPV) pressure was atmospheric and reactor
coolant temperature was approximately 80 degrees F.

On February 28, 1989 during removal of the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling I

System, [BN] Head Spray Piping Rack from the Reactor Vessel Head apparent
excessive heat damage to three conduits [CND] attached to the rack was
observed. Observations of the cable identified them to be discolored and

3

| brittle. Nonconformance Reports were initiated at that time to document and

| evaluate the condition.

On March 2, 1989 during stroke testing of two snubbers f rom the Reactor Flange
Leak Detection Piping [ PSP), the snubbers [SNB] failed to stroke.
Nonconformance Reports were initiated to document the condition. The failed j
snubbers were evaluated to not impact system Operability. The Nonconformance )
Reports dispositioned replacement of the snubbers and cited the cause of the j

failure as excessive heat damage. Temperatures believed to be in excess of I
330 degrees Farenheit were estimated due to the lubricant being dried. These |,

snubbers are inside the drywell at approximately the 660 foot' elevation. 1

Dur1ng the period of March 13 through 17, 1989, the Nuclear Engineering
Departe.ent and huclear Quality Assurance Department initiated several ;

inspect. ions of conduit / cables [CBL] in the upper drywell area (above the '

bioshield) in order to determine the magnitude of heat damage. Several
conduits were identified to have been damaged; however, the condition of cable
within the conduit was indeterminate. On March 23, 1989 Work Orders were
generated to ptovide access to junction boxes [JBX] and condulets [CDT] in ,

order to facilitate cable inspection.

Cable inspection was perfot3ed on March 24 through 27. D215 series drawings
were utilized in order to ensure that all potentially affected conduits in the
area were inspected. Results of the inspection identified numerous cables
apparently affected by heat. The cable jackets and insulation were found to
be discolored and embrittled in some portiona of the cables. Terminal box

| gasket materials were also found to be embrittled. All identified

I deficiencies were documented in Nonconformance Reports.
I
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On March 28, 1989 following evaluation of the as-found conditions and
discussions between Control Room personnel, System Engineers, Nuclear
Engineering, and Nuclear Quality Assurance, a Condition Report was initiated I
to address the overall concern of elevated localized temperatures within the i

upper drywell region. Initial assessment of the affected circuits did not
identify a loss of safety function when postulating failure of the loads.
Follow-up review confirmed this assessment with no redundant safety systems i

being impacted by the visually damaged cable. The remaining qualified life of j
the visually damaged safety-related cable, which supplies an independent train j
and a portion of two channels within separate subsystems, is indeterminate.
Therefore, this report is being suamitted for the potential significance of a
common cause failure. However, in no case was an actual failure identified.

.

l

This condition is believed to be the result of insufficient insulation [ISL] )
surrounding the Refuel Bellows creating a radiant heat source above the
bioshield. The impact appears to have been heat damage to cable and
mechanical snubbers within the atfected zone of the radiant heat source during
the first operating cycle.

The Nuclear Engineering Department began an evaluation to determine the
potential cause/ source of the elevated temperatures. This evaluation
concentrated on historical records of indicated area ambient temperatures
during power operation and visual examination of the apparent affected zone.
The results did not identify any obvious indications from installed f
instrumentation; however, visual examination revealed a potential radiant heat
source above the Bioshield. Further investigat e1 has postulated the

~

Refueling Bellowo as the source. The Bellows i? ittached directly to the
Reactor Vessel Head Flange and spans the area an ve the Bioshield wall up to
the upper pools. An initial evaluation of the design installation has
concluded that the Bellows is insufficiently insulated and is acting as a fin i
attached to the vessel providing a large radiant heat source above the ;

Bioshield. This theory is supported by the pattern of damaged cable. Cable
in a direct radiant path was visibly damaged while cable shielded by
structural steel and/or Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) duct
work was visually satisfactory.

The ADS uses a number of the reactor safety relief valves to reduce reactor
pressure during small breaks in the event of a postulated High Pressure Core
Spray System (HPCS) [BG) failure. When the vessel preseare is reduced to
within the capacity of the low pressure systems, these systems provide
inventory makeup so that acceptable post accident tcinperatures are maintained.
Since the ADS has two independent trains, the pecential loss of the B logic
train does not preclude operation of the system.

The Hydrogen Control System (HCS) [BB) consists of 102 igniters distributed
throughout the drywell and containment. The igniters are designed to ensure
controlled burning of hydrogen produced from a 75 percent metal-water reaction

| of the active fuel cladding as a result of a postulated, recoverable, degraded
core accident.
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Technical Specifications allow no more than five igniters to be inoperable per
subsystem, no more'than two igniters inoperable per circuit () circuits per
subsystem) and no adjacent igniters to be inoperable. The hy irogen igniters
are designed for degraded core events, which are outside the design basis of
the plant, There is ne credit taken in the accident analysis chapter (Chapter
15) of the USAR for this system.

Based on availability of the independent train'of ADS logic and the hydrogen
igniters, this event is not considered to be safety significant. No previous

similar events have been identified.

As.a result of this event the fo.' lowing actions are being taken.

1. The cable which was confirmed to be directly impacted by radiant heat and
was visibly damaged was immediately determined to need replacement. This
population affected 15 safety related circuits and 62 non-safety
circuits. The safety-related cable that was apparently shielded by
structural steel and/or HVAC ductwork (58 circuits) was visually
determined to be acceptable; however, due to the length of time necessary
to demonstrate the remaining qualified life versus the current refueling

4

outage schedule it was decided that all affected safety-related cables !

would be replaced. The non-safety cable which was also apparently
shielded and exhibited no visible damage was determined to not require
replacement. This cable will be electrically tested in place.

2. Several samples from the heat affected zones of visibly acceptable safety
cable conduits were obtained and have been retained for potential
testing.

3. For additional assurance, thirty-five snubbers in the upper drywell area
are being stroke tested and replaced as necessary.

4. A megger test of all safety-related cable and all non-safer.y cable isg
being performed in an effort to determine any existing cable insulation
failure. Existing installation specification values are being utilized
as acceptance criteria.

5. The Refuel Bellows is being insulated on the drywell side to provide
shielding of the affected zone with reflective type insulation.

6. An evaluation of the design and installation for the placement of
temporary temperature elements is being performed. These elements will
be utilized to confirm the effectiveness of the new Bellows insulation..

7. In addition, inspections / evaluation of the cable being replaced will
confirm the radiant heat profile to ensure all affected cable and/or
other components are evaluated and/or replaced.
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In order to prevent recurrence the Nuclear Engineering Department, in. i

conjunction with the General Electric Company is in the process of conducting |
a bounding calculation to estimate the temperature of the Bellows as a radiant j

heat source. Additionally, a design modification to install reflective
insulation on the drywell side of the Bellows has been developed. This
calculation will also determine the estimated temperatures of the Bellows with
this design modification installed. Conservative estimates have concluded
that the additional insulation should be sufficient to protect the cable and
snubbers installed in the area. A supplemental report will be submicted upon
completion of the evaluation of the effectiveness of all corrective actions.
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Energy Industry Identification System Codes are identified in the text as
[XX].
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THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY.
P.O. BOX 97 5 PERRY, OHIO 44001 5 TELEPHONE (216) 2594 737 - 5 ADDRESS 10 CENTER ROAD

FROM CLEVELANDi 241 1650

Serving The Best location in the Nation'
#

'Al Kaplan

. VICE PRESIDENT

NUCLEAR GROUP

April 28,.1989
PY-CEI/NRR-1006 L

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. '20555

Perry Nuclear Power Plant
Docket No. 50-440
LER 89010

Dear Sir:

Enclosed is Licensee Event Report 89010 for the Perry Nuclear Power Plant.

Very truly yours,

,

Al Kaplan-
Vice President ,

Nuclear Group I

AK/njc i

Enclosure: LER 89010

cc: .T. Colburn
NRC Resident Inspector

i U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
! 799 Roosevelt Road

Glen Ellyn,' Illinois 60137 i:
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